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A tiny network ping tool, just for
fun... Ping Monitor is a tiny
networking tool that can send
the ping command to any
computer in your local network
to test the connectivity strength
between the two machines. It
comes in handy if you plan on
hosting a LAN party, for
example. Prerequisites and
interface The entire
application's wrapped in a
single.exe file that can be
dropped in a preferred directory
on the disk or copied to a
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removable storage unit, in order
to seamlessly run Ping Monitor
on any machine. Just remember
to have.NET Framework
installed, otherwise it won't
launch. Thus, the program is not
entirely portable. On the other
hand, it doesn't change your
registry settings or create files
on the HDD without permission.
A standard.NET Framework
form takes the role of the GUI,
which doesn't have particularly
appealing graphical elements.
However, it reveals all options
put at your disposal and gives
you an overview. Send pings to
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analyze and export results In
order to ping a host, all you
have to do is enter its IP
address, set the checkup
frequency (milliseconds), and
click a button to start sending
commands. The PC is
continuously pinged until halted
by you. There is no break option
implemented. Once results start
showing up in the main window,
you can check out the IP
address, date and time, IP
status, roundtrip time, TTL
(Time To Live) and buffer size of
each sent ping. Plus, you can
instruct the utility to prevent
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fragmentation. This information
can be exported comma-
separated CSV files by
indicating the output directory
and file name. Evaluation and
conclusion It worked smoothly
in our tests, without hanging,
crashing or displaying errors.
System resources consumption
was minimal while ping results
were quickly returned. Thanks
to its approachable options,
Ping Monitor can be easily used.
********** MultiCalendar 1.05
Multilanguage **********
Copyright (c) 2012, 2015, Indrit
Haqija, All right reserved.
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multiCalendar version - 1.05.
MultiCalendar is a very easy to
use multilingual calendar. It has
simple and intuitive interface. It
is a perfect addition for your
multi-language website, website
with multi-language content
management or applications,
where you want to present
calendar and you want it look
like in native world. With the
help of multiCalendar you will
achieve this very easy.
*****FEATURES***** * Make any
text into date
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4.0 Installers It works smoothly
in our tests, without hanging,
crashing or displaying errors.
System resources consumption
was minimal while ping results
were quickly returned. Ease of
use System requirements
Tested on the following
operating systems: Windows 8
Windows 7 Windows Vista
Windows XP Developer(s) v-
trixx License Free Trial, $40.00
Size 2.2 MB Disclaimer The
Windows Software Library files
attached to this release are only
for evaluation purposes and
have not been reviewed by
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Microsoft. Microsoft is not liable
for any damages resulting from
the use of these files. What's
new in this version The GUI has
been revamped and now offers
a few fancier options. Included
is a new Home tab, that allows
you to access all the available
options with just a click. Ping
Monitor also comes with a
number of new features.
Features: Send pings to analyze
and export results Tests can be
configured Configurable
parameters Prevent
fragmentation Compatible with
IPv4, IPv6 and ICMP Supports
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IPv6 in testing Compliance with
RFCs Write to the log file One-
stop connectivity check Ping
Monitor Screenshot: Download
PingMonitor Free Download
Note: Worked fine for me!
adm@jabber:~/PingMonitor$
ping www.bing.com PING
www.bing.com
(216.185.156.103) 56(84) bytes
of data. 56 bytes from
216.185.156.103: icmp_seq=1
ttl=46 time=23.222 ms 56
bytes from 216.185.156.103:
icmp_seq=2 ttl=46
time=21.587 ms 56 bytes from
216.185.156.103: icmp_seq=3
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ttl=46 time=21.984 ms 56
bytes from 216.185.156.103:
icmp_seq=4 ttl=46
time=20.879 ms 56 bytes from
216.185.156.103: icmp_seq=5
ttl=46 time=21.912 ms ---
www.bing.com ping statistics ---
5 packets transmitted, 5
received, 0% packet loss, time
42015ms rtt min/avg/max/mdev
= aa67ecbc25
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Send pings to analyze and
export results. Features:
Encryption, statistics, and
monitoring. Export: Monitoring,
pings, and results.
Specifications: Free version of
the program. Bought version of
the program. Email this article
Your email: The e-mail address
is invalid Add a new email
(optional) Send myself an email
- I'll see it in my email inbox
shortlyWIKILEAKS will release a
significant tranche of its cache
of leaked Iraq War files today,
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after a month-long delay, as
well as creating a "teaching
machine" to educate the public
about the importance of
protecting classified
information. The secret-spilling
website's founder, Julian
Assange, is planning a major
press conference this evening
at the London Southbank.
Assange has also promised to
disclose material that has so far
been kept secret. Mr Assange
said it was time for the world to
see the role of leakers in a
democratic society. In addition,
the site will release two
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documents in the interests of
"transparency and
accountability" today. The first
document will be "Operation
Greengold" - an 18-page report
which details the Iraq and
Afghanistan invasions. The
second will be "The Afghan
Files," a report which gives an
account of the US and Nato
military operations in
Afghanistan. The report details
the period from July 2004 to July
2008 and the period from July
2009 to the present day.
WikiLeaks plans to release more
than 20 million of the 165m
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emails it obtained during a
cache of leaked US diplomatic
documents last month. It
obtained the material from a
military intelligence
whistleblower. WikiLeaks said
last month's document dump
was the most significant leak of
secret documents in US history.
The group has blamed the US
government for its delay in
releasing the information.
Assange released the biggest
document dump in American
history last month. The site
disclosed a 700,000-strong
army of documents, as well as
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giving people around the world
a unique opportunity to go
through the material and check
for inconsistencies,
contradictions or documents
that have previously been
redacted. The group said in a
statement last month that the
purpose of the leak was to
trigger "a new and immense
wave of public scrutiny over the
systemic problems of the
modern world order". "The
biggest leak in the history of
secret documents is now out,"
said Assange. All of the
controversial leaks will be
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released

What's New in the?

Allows you to ping any
computer in your local network
to test the connectivity
strength. Requirements:.NET
Framework File Name:
pingmonitor.exe File Size: 100
KB 4. Feb 01, 2011 The Tool To
Roundhouse The Mane Ping
Monitor is a tiny networking tool
that can send the ping
command to any computer in
your local network to test the
connectivity strength between
the two machines. It comes in
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handy if you plan on hosting a
LAN party, for example.
Prerequisites and interface The
entire application's wrapped in
a single.exe file that can be
dropped in a preferred directory
on the disk or copied to a
removable storage unit, in order
to seamlessly run Ping Monitor
on any machine. Just remember
to have.NET Framework
installed, otherwise it won't
launch. Thus, the program is not
entirely portable. On the other
hand, it doesn't change your
registry settings or create files
on the HDD without permission.
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A standard.NET Framework
form takes the role of the GUI,
which doesn't have particularly
appealing graphical elements.
However, it reveals all options
put at your disposal and gives
you an overview. Send pings to
analyze and export results In
order to ping a host, all you
have to do is enter its IP
address, set the checkup
frequency (milliseconds), and
click a button to start sending
commands. The PC is
continuously pinged until halted
by you. There is no break option
implemented. Once results start
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showing up in the main window,
you can check out the IP
address, date and time, IP
status, roundtrip time, TTL
(Time To Live) and buffer size of
each sent ping. Plus, you can
instruct the utility to prevent
fragmentation. This information
can be exported comma-
separated CSV files by
indicating the output directory
and file name. Evaluation and
conclusion It worked smoothly
in our tests, without hanging,
crashing or displaying errors.
System resources consumption
was minimal while ping results
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were quickly returned. Thanks
to its approachable options,
Ping Monitor can be easily used.
PingMonitor Description: Allows
you to ping any computer in
your local network to test the
connectivity strength.
Requirements:.NET Framework
File Name: pingmonitor.exe File
Size: 100 KB 5. Feb 01, 2011
The Tool To Roundhouse The
Mane Ping Monitor is a tiny
networking tool that can send
the ping command to any
computer in your local network
to test the connectivity strength
between the two machines
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System Requirements For PingMonitor:

* Minimum: - Windows 7 64-bit
or later. - 1 GB of RAM. - 1 GB of
available disk space. *
Recommended: - Windows 8
64-bit or later. - 2 GB of RAM. -
2 GB of available disk space. *
Office Product Requirements: -
Office 2013, 2016, or 2019,
64-bit (Office 2013/2016/2019
are included in the DVD/UW
Edition. This product is not
supported on Office 365
ProPlus. -
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